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Abstract    We describe the information system that has been built for the support sanitary teams. 

The system is aimed at supporting analytical work which must be carried out when there is a risk 

of epidemic outbreak. It is meant to provide tools for predicting the size of an epidemic on the basis 

of the actual data collected during its course. Since sanitary teams try to control the size of the 

epidemics such a tool must model also sanitary teams activities. As a result a model for the prediction 

can be quite complicated in terms of the number of equations it contains. Furthermore, since a model 

is based on several parameters there must be a tool for finding these parameters on the basis on the 

actual data corresponding to the epidemic evolution. The paper describes the proposition of such 

a system. It presents, in some details, the main components of the system. In particular, 

the environment for building complex models (containing not only the epidemic model but also 

activities of sanitary teams trying to inhibit the epidemic) is discussed. Then, the module for a model 

calibration is presented. The module is a part of server for solving optimal control problems and can 

be accessed via Internet. Finally, we show how optimal control problems can be constructed with the 

aim of the efficient epidemic management. Some optimal control problems related to that issue are 

discussed and numerical results of its solution are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The discussed environment for supporting activities of sanitary teams consists 

of several components: database, modelling and simulation component and optimi-

zation component.  

The main component is for modelling the epidemic evolution. Furthermore, the 

modelling component must have the ability for presenting activities of sanitary 

teams since these activities influence the spread of epidemic. The component uses 

graphical interface to facilitate building models of complex systems – the model-

ling component is discussed in the next section. 

The other important component of the system is the component that is responsi-

ble for performing several tasks related to the optimization of a dynamic model 

which is provided by the modelling component. It can carry out tasks such as: cali-

bration of the model; optimization of sanitary teams activities aimed at reducing 

the spread of epidemic. The optimization component is in fact IDOS server which 

accessed by Internet. 

Besides these two main components our environment has also components 

which provide necessary data for the main components. There is a database 

(DB component) which stores information on the current number of people inflict-

ed by diseases, as well as historical data related to previous epidemics. It contains 

also data which inform about food storage and its consumption – in particular these 

data are needed to model the evolution of food borne diseases.  

Furthermore there are also components: DOML File Generator and Optimizer 

GUI.  DOML File Generator is needed to transform data from the modelling com-

ponent to data suitable for IDOS Optimizer. As is mentioned in section on the op-

timization component the transformation is in fact rewriting of differential-

algebraic equations as ordinary differential equations. Optimizer GUI enables de-

fining the optimization problem by inserting into a DOML file statements such 

as objective function and various kinds of constraints. 

2. MODELLING COMPONENT OF  THE SYSTEM  

The modelling component uses the Forrester’s methodology for building dy-

namical models of complex systems (Sterman, 2000). The methodology was pro-
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posed by Forrester in late fifties of the previous century and initially was applied to 

describe dynamical behaviour of activities of any organization, in particular indus-

trial company. Later the methodology was successfully applied to any kind of hu-

man activities including decision making process. 

 According to the Forrester’s methodology the model of a process is built in two 

stages. In the first stage main variables of  the process are listed and the relations 

between them are stated. In that stage so-called Casual Loop Diagram (CLD) is 

constructed which reveals closed loops in the process which can be analyzed and 

used for the verification of the correctness of the process model. For example, 

if the process has variables which historical values show exponential growth, there 

must be at least one positive closed loop in the CLD of the process. 

In the second stage the CLD of the process is transformed into a set of differen-

tial-algebraic equations. It is done by stating that some variables in the CLD must 

be differential variables which means that there must be differential equations as-

sociated with these variables, the other variables of the CLD define algebraic equa-

tions. In the second stage to each variable (differential, or algebraic) some function 

(in general nonlinear) is assigned. At the end of the modelling process we have 

a set of differential-algebraic equations.  

In Fig. 1 we present an example of the model built with the help of the Forrest-

er’s methodology and the application Vensim.  

The model presented in Figure 1 has several components. The first component 

describes the process of  generating reports on cases of disease. The reports must 

be verified in order to find whether the cases are related to the same disease and 

whether the number of cases suggests the epidemic. 

The part of the model corresponding to the extension of the classical SIR model 

of epidemic (see (Anderson, May, 1991), (Bailey, 1975), (Kermack, McKendrick, 

1927), (Kermack, McKendrick, 1932), (Kermack, McKendrick, 1933), (Murray, 

1993), (Murray, 2001)) -  the submodel describes the spread of food borne diseases 

- is given in Fig. 3. Squares boxes in Figure 2 correspond to differential variables 

while circles to algebraic variables.  In the submodel we have two variables 

Inf_Popul_A and Inf_Popul_B which correspond to populations of infected people. 

We assume that people from one group may be infected by contact with infected 

people and people from the other group by contact with infected people, or by con-

tact with contaminated food.   

The integrated model of sanitary inspections teams activities  includes the mod-

el of decision making.  We assume that sanitary teams can curb the spread of epidemic 

by sending enough sanitary inspections teams to people suspected to be ill (in that way 

these people could be isolated), or by sending enough sanitary inspections teams 

to places with contaminated food (in that way contaminated food could be destroyed). 

The analysed process contains several decision rules, all of them link creation of sani-

tary inspections teams with available funds. The decision rules are used in the defini-

tion of variables: rate of new inspections, rate of dropping food inspections, rate 

of new infected people inspections, rate of dropping people inspections.  
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Fig. 1 Integrated model of sanitary inspections teams activities and the extended SIR model 

Decision rules associated with these variables have similar constructions, there-

fore we analyse in detail the decision rule which set the value of variable rate of 

new infected people inspections. The formula for the variable rate of new infected 

people inspections  is as follows: 
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Fig. 2 The part of the model corresponding to the extended SIR model of  an epidemic 

rate of new infected people inspections =  

  people inspection coefficient*( IF THEN ELSE( INTEGER  

    (MAX (new loans for infected people inspections/cost of people    

      inspection,0)) > new planned infected people inspections,  

    new planned infected people inspections,  

    INTEGER (MAX (new loans for infected people inspections/cost of people 

      inspection,0) ) )) 

 

The formula expresses the rule of undertaking new inspections on the basis of 

the necessary inspections (new planned infected people inspections) and available 

funds (Available funds) and the cost of inspections (cost of inspection). 
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Fig. 1 The formula for the variable rate of new infected people inspections 

The discussed model has  67 variables from which 21 are differential. The simu-

lation of the model is in fact the numerical integration of differential-algebraic 

equations of the model. In order to avoid integrating differential-algebraic equa-

tions the model equations are transformed into differential equations (that the trans-

formation is possible is remarkable feature of the Forrester’s methodology), then 

explicit Euler, or Runge-Kutta schemes can be used to integrate the resulting ordi-

nary differential equations. The result of model simulation is shown in Fig.4. 

 

Fig. 4 Simulation results of the Forrester’s model with decision rules 

3. OPTIMIZATION COMPONENT OF  THE SYSTEM  

The optimization component serves two purposes. Firstly, it enables the calibra-

tion of the model. Secondly, it can be used to optimize the sanitary teams activities. 
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3.1. Optimization of sanitary teams activities   

Our system can be used to optimize activities of sanitary teams. This is achieved 

by building the optimization problem on the basis of the model of an epidemic and 

sanitary teams activities. The algebraic equations are eliminated from the model 

and the model is described by only differential equations – that is done by DOML 

File Generator component of our system. The component writes also these equations 

according to the DOML format. DOML format is recognized by the DOML (Dynamic 

Optimization Modelling Language) compiler which is employed by the IDOS server 

where the script of the problem is sent in order to find a solution to the problem. 

The DOML language is based on the extension of the Modelica standard created 

for simulation purposes (Modelon, 2012). DOML File Generator gives only the partial 

description of the optimization problem: the definition of parameters of the problem; 

differential equations of the problem. The other part of the problem description: control 

variables (decision variables); objective function; constraints, can be added with 

the help of  Optimizer GUI  component of the system. 

The DOML script of the optimization problem is sent to IDOS server (Pytlak, 

Tarnawski, Fajdek, Stachura, 2013) in order to accomplish the solution of the prob-

lem. We decided to use some kind of outsourcing since IDOS server is a dedicated 

server for dynamic optimization which is equipped with many solvers, furthermore 

it uses automatic differentiation tools so derivatives of  optimization models do not 

have to be provided.  

3.2. Example – dynamic optimization 

In order to illustrate how IDOS Optimizer can be used we constructed the opti-

mization problem based on the simulation model presented in the previous section. 

We eliminated decision rules from the simulation model (by modifying right-hand 

sides of some differential equations – as the result only part of the simulations 

model has changed – see Fig. 6. Furthermore, we introduced to the model control 

variables indicated as ‘input’ variables, which also presents essential parts of the 

DOML script related to the problem. In order to minimize the number of infected 

people (from both population A and B)  new differential variables were inserted 

into the model (together with the corresponding differential equations – the last two 

equations in ‘equation’ section of the optimization model from Fig. 8): 

 
          der(Total_Inf_Pop_A) - Inf_Pop_A = 0 

          der(Total_Inf_Pop_B) - Inf_Pop_B = 0. 

 

The optimization model has several constraints (inequality constraints which 

must be satisfied at every time) which are stated in ‘constraint’ section of the mod-

el. The first two equations are imposed in order to have properly defined measures 

for the effectiveness of sanitary teams activities. Among the constraints we also 
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have the constraint which says that the cost of sanitary teams activities cannot ex-

ceed some pre-specified amount. The presented optimization model had 21 ordi-

nary differential equations, the optimization horizon was set to [0,60]. 
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Fig. 5 The Forrester’s model with control variables 
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Fig. 6 The DOML file of the optimizations problem 

package Epidemic_olado 

optimization Epidemic_olado_opt( 

objective = Total_Inf_Pop_A(finalTime) + Total_Inf_Pop_B(finalTime), 
startTime = 0.0, 

finalTime = 60.0) 

 
parameter Real cost_of_food_inspections = 100; 

parameter Real surplus = 500; 

parameter Real cost_of_infected_people_inspection = 100; 

parameter Real funds_coefficient = 1; 

parameter Real cost_of_hire_per_day = 0.03; 

. . . . . . . 
parameter Real recovery_rate_A = 0.2; 

parameter Real recovery_rate_B = 0.1; 

parameter Real Consumption_time = 15; 
Real principal_capital(start = 0.0); 

Real available_funds(start = 50.0); 

Real people_veryfing_reports(start = 1.0); 
Real loan(start = 0.0);  Real reported_cases(start = 0.0);  Real reports_rejected(start = 0.0); 

Real planned_infected_people_inspections(start = 0.0); 

Real infected_people_inspections(start = 0.0); 
Real dropped_people_inspections(start = 0.0); 

Real planned_food_inspections(start = 0.0); 

Real food_inspections(start = 0.0); 
Real dropped_food_inspections(start = 0.0); 

Real Susc_Pop_A(start = 1000.0); 

Real Inf_Pop_A(start = 0.0);  Real Susc_Pop_B(start = 200.0);  Real Inf_Pop_B(start = 0.0); 

Real Contaminated_food(start = 800.0); 

Real Destroyed_food(start = 1.0);  Real Consumed_food(start = 0.0); 

Real Total_Inf_Pop_A(start = 0.0); Real Total_Inf_Pop_B(start = 0.0); 
input Real hired_people_per_day (initialGuess = 5, min=0, max=30); 

input Real new_food_inspections_per_day (initialGuess = 5, min=0, max=30); 

input Real new_infected_people_inspections_per_day (initialGuess= 5, min=0, max=30); 
input Real number_of_dropped_food_inspections_per_day (initialGuess= 5, min=0, max=30); 

input Real number_of_dropping_people_inspections_per_day (initialGuess= 5, min=0, max=30); 

 
annotation(solver="olado", steps="60", solver_option="method=17", 

solver_option="inifile=olado.ini",solver_option="eps=1e-6", solver_option="max_iter=1000"); 

 
equation 

der(principal_capital) - (((cost_of_food_inspections) * (new_food_inspections_per_day)) + (surplus)) +( 

(cost_of_infected_people_inspection) * (new_infected_people_inspections_per_day))) - 
((((cost_of_food_inspections) * (new_food_inspections_per_day)) + (surplus)) + 

((cost_of_infected_people_inspection) * (new_infected_people_inspections_per_day)))=0; 

 

der(available_funds) - ((((cost_of_food_inspections) * (new_food_inspections_per_day)) + (surplus)) + 

((cost_of_infected_people_inspection) * (new_infected_people_inspections_per_day))) - 

((((funds_coefficient) * ((cost_of_hire_per_day) * (people_veryfing_reports))) + ((food_inspections) * 
(cost_of_inspection_per_day))) + ((cost_of_people_inspection_per_day) * (infected_people_inspections)))=0; 

 

der(people_veryfing_reports) - ((hire_rate_coefficient)*(hired_people_per_day))-(0)=0; 
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Fig. 7 The DOML file of the optimizations problem 

der(loan) - (((((cost_of_food_inspections) * (new_food_inspections_per_day)) + (surplus)) + 

((cost_of_infected_people_inspection) * (new_infected_people_inspections_per_day))) + ((APR)*(loan)))-
(((cost_of_food_inspections) * (number_of_dropped_food_inspections_per_day)) + 

((cost_of_infected_people_inspection) * (number_of_dropping_people_inspections_per_day)))=0; 

 
 der(reported_cases) - ((over_reporting) * ((((((contact_rate_people_people) * (Susc_Pop_A)) * 

((Inf_Pop_A) / ((Inf_Pop_A) + (Susc_Pop_A)))) * (infectiousness_from_contact)) * ((1)-

(((people_isolation_success_rate) * (infected_people_inspections)) / 
((planned_infected_people_inspections) + (1))))) + ((((Consumption_friction) * (Contaminated_food)) * 

(food_contact))*((1)-(((pathogen_elimination_succes_rate) * (food_inspections)) / 

((planned_food_inspections)+(1)))))))-((rejections_coefficient)*(reported_cases))=0; 
 

 der(reports_rejected) - ((rejections_coefficient)*(reported_cases))-(0)=0; 

 der(planned_infected_people_inspections) - ((((over_reporting) * ((((((contact_rate_people_people) * 
(Susc_Pop_A)) * ((Inf_Pop_A)/((Inf_Pop_A) + (Susc_Pop_A)))) * (infectiousness_from_contact))*((1)-

(((people_isolation_success_rate) * (infected_people_inspections)) / 

((planned_infected_people_inspections) + (1))))) + ((((Consumption_friction) * (Contaminated_food)) * 
(food_contact))*((1)-(((pathogen_elimination_succes_rate) * (food_inspections)) / 

((planned_food_inspections) + (1)))))))-((rejections_coefficient) * (reported_cases))) * 

(inspection_coefficient_people))-(0)=0; 
  

der(infected_people_inspections) - ((people_inspection_coefficient) * 

(new_infected_people_inspections_per_day))-(number_of_dropping_people_inspections_per_day)=0; 
der(dropped_people_inspections) - (number_of_dropping_people_inspections_per_day)-(0)=0; 

 

 der(planned_food_inspections) - ((inspections_coefficient) * (((over_reporting) * 
((((((contact_rate_people_people) * (Susc_Pop_A)) * ((Inf_Pop_A) / ((Inf_Pop_A) + (Susc_Pop_A)))) * 

(infectiousness_from_contact))*((1)-(((people_isolation_success_rate) * (infected_people_inspections)) / 

((planned_infected_people_inspections) + (1))))) + ((((Consumption_friction) * (Contaminated_food)) * 
(food_contact))*((1)-(((pathogen_elimination_succes_rate) * (food_inspections)) / 

((planned_food_inspections)+(1)))))))-((rejections_coefficient)*(reported_cases))))-(0)=0; 

 
der(Inf_Pop_A) - (((((((contact_rate_people_people) * (Susc_Pop_A)) * ((Inf_Pop_A)/((Inf_Pop_A) + 

(Susc_Pop_A)))) * (infectiousness_from_contact))*((1) - (((people_isolation_success_rate) * 

(infected_people_inspections)) / ((planned_infected_people_inspections) + (1))))) + 
((((Consumption_friction) * (Contaminated_food)) * (food_contact)) * ((1)-  

(((pathogen_elimination_succes_rate) * (food_inspections)) / ((planned_food_inspections) + (1)))))) - 

((recovery_rate_A)*(Inf_Pop_A)))-(0)=0; 
. . . . . . . . . 

der(Inf_Pop_B) - (((((Consumption_friction) * (Contaminated_food)) * (food_contact))*((1) – 

(((pathogen_elimination_succes_rate) * (food_inspections)) / ((planned_food_inspections)+(1))))) - 
((recovery_rate_B)*(Inf_Pop_B)))-(0)=0; 

 

 der(Contaminated_food) -(((Contaminated_food)/(Consumption_time)) + 
((Consumption_friction)*(Contaminated_food)))=0; 

 der(Destroyed_food) - ((Contaminated_food)/(Consumption_time))-(0)=0; 

 der(Consumed_food) - ((Consumption_friction)*(Contaminated_food))-(0)=0; 
 der(Total_Inf_Pop_A) - Inf_Pop_A =0;  der(Total_Inf_Pop_B) - Inf_Pop_B =0; 

 

 constraint 
   infected_people_inspections-planned_infected_people_inspections <=1; 

   food_inspections- planned_food_inspections <=1;  -Inf_Pop_A <=0;   -Inf_Pop_B <=0;   loan - 50000.0  
<=0;    

end Epidemic_olado_opt; 

end Epidemic_olado; 
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Fig. 8 Dynamic optimization results 

The problem was solved by IPOPT optimization package ([13,14]) which is 

available at IDOS server within olado library. The result of optimization is shown 

in Fig.9. As one could expect to the number infected people in this case is much 

smaller than in the case of the simulation model which uses the decision rules. The 

fact that the number of infected people does not go to zero at the end of the horizon 

follows from the fact that we assumed in the epidemic model (see Fig. 3) that re-

covered people can become again susceptible people.  

3.3. Example – CLP optimization 

Our dynamic optimization problem related to sanitary inspection teams activi-

ties can also be solved by Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) (Fruwirth, Abden-

nadher,2003) methods that are used for solving complicated optimization tasks 

when the constraints consist not only of the algebraic equations. CLP methods are 

mainly applied to combinatorial problems, scheduling problems, problems from the 

areas of biotechlonogy or biology. The SIR / SEIR models are examples of that 

kind of the problems. 

The most important feature of CLP models is their declarativity – the possibility 

of modeling the problem without showing the associated control flows. CLP tech-

niques are the language based on the CSP (Constraint Satisfation Problems) meth-

ods. The constraints depend on their domains. The most common used domains are 

integer and real numbers. 
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Fig. 10 CLP file of the optimization problem 

optimize_SIR(SimTime) :- 
 

  /* SIR state variables */ 

  dim(ConsumedFood,[NbPeriods]), 
  dim(ContaminatedFood,[NbPeriods]), 

  dim(DestroyedFood,[NbPeriods]), 

  … 
  /* initial values */ 

  ContaminatedFood[1] $= 9000.0, 

  ConsumedFood[1]     $= 0.0, 

  …         

  /* constraints FOOD */ 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(RateOfConsumption,ConsumptionFriction,ContaminatedFood) do 
      RateOfConsumption[T] $= eval(ConsumptionFriction*ContaminatedFood[T])   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(Nonfreshness,ConsumptionTime,ContaminatedFood) do 

      Nonfreshness[T] $= eval(ContaminatedFood[T]/ConsumptionTime)   ), 
  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(TotalFood,ContaminatedFood,DestroyedFood,ConsumedFood) do 

      TotalFood[T] $= ContaminatedFood[T] + DestroyedFood[T] + ConsumedFood[T]     ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(ConsumedFood,RateOfConsumption) do 
      eval(ConsumedFood[T+1]) - eval(ConsumedFood[T]) $= eval(RateOfConsumption[T])   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(DestroyedFood,Nonfreshness) do 

      eval(DestroyedFood[T+1]) - eval(DestroyedFood[T]) $= eval(Nonfreshness[T])   ), 
  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(ContaminatedFood,Nonfreshness,RateOfConsumption) do 

      eval(ContaminatedFood[T+1]) - eval(ContaminatedFood[T]) $=  - eval(Nonfreshness[T]) - 

eval(RateOfConsumption[T])   ), 
 

  /* constraints Infected B Group */ 
  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(InfectionsF,RateOfConsumption,FoodContact,PathogenElimination) do 

      InfectionsF[T] $= RateOfConsumption[T]*FoodContact*(1-PathogenElimination[T])   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(FlowB,InfectionsF,RecoveryRateB,InfectedPopulB) do 
      FlowB[T] $= InfectionsF[T] - RecoveryRateB * InfectedPopulB[T]   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(SusceptiblePopulB,FlowB) do 

      SusceptiblePopulB[T+1] - SusceptiblePopulB[T] $= -1 * eval(FlowB[T])   ), 
  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(InfectedPopulB,FlowB) do 

      %InfectedPopulB[T+1] - InfectedPopulB[T] $=< eval(FlowB[T]), 

      InfectedPopulB[T+1] - InfectedPopulB[T] $= eval(FlowB[T])   ), 
 

  /* constraints Infected A Group */ 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(FractionOfPopulationInfected,InfectedPopulA,SusceptiblePopulA) do 
      FractionOfPopulationInfected[T] $= InfectedPopulA[T]/(InfectedPopulA[T]+SusceptiblePopulA[T])     

), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), 
param(ContactsInfectedUnaffected,ContactRatePeoplePeople,SusceptiblePopulA,FractionOfPopulationInfec

ted) do 

      ContactsInfectedUnaffected[T] $= ContactRatePeoplePeo-
ple*SusceptiblePopulA[T]*FractionOfPopulationInfected[T]   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), 

param(InfectionsC,ContactsInfectedUnaffected,InfectiousnessFromContact,InfectedPeopleIsolation) do 
      InfectionsC[T] $= ContactsInfectedUnaffected[T]*InfectiousnessFromContact*(1-

InfectedPeopleIsolation[T])   ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods), param(FlowA,InfectionsC,InfectionsF,RecoveryRateA,InfectedPopulA) do 
      FlowA[T] $= (InfectionsC[T] + InfectionsF[T]) - (RecoveryRateA*InfectedPopulA[T])     ), 

  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(SusceptiblePopulA,FlowA) do 

      SusceptiblePopulA[T+1] - SusceptiblePopulA[T] $= -1 * (FlowA[T])   ), 
  ( for(T,1,NbPeriods-1), param(InfectedPopulA,FlowA) do 

      InfectedPopulA[T+1] - InfectedPopulA[T] $= FlowA[T]   ), 
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The basic searching methods of CLP are based on the constraint propagation and 

the most common CLP languages are derived from Prolog language (CHIP, Eclipse, 

SICStus Prolog). Some modeling aspects of CLP are described in (Wallace,2005), (Wal-

lace,Schimpf,2002). In this paper we apply mechanisms of CLP of the ILOG constraint 

programming solver. ILOG uses the OPL language which is the native format.  

Below we present an example of the script for solving a part of optimization 

where one minimizes only a number of infected people taking into account an in-

fected food and omitting the sanitary team activities.  

The presented problem minimize the total number of infected people of groups 

A and B. CLP optimization method is based upon branch and bound tree. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The paper presents the decision support systems for sanitary teams activities. 

There several novel features of the system. The system enables to model not only 

the spread of epidemic but also activities of sanitary teams. The system enables 

both model simulation and optimization of the related optimization model. The 

modeling component of the system employs the Forrester’s methodology which 

was successfully used in the context of complex processes. The system employs 

cloud computing to perform optimization.  
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